"If civilization is to survive, we must cultivate
the science of human relationships - the
ability of all peoples, of all kinds, to live
together, in the same world at peace."
-Franklin D. Roosevelt

Live Upcoming Webinar
The Networking Game
The Networking Game is the art of discovering patterns
in the world and making useful connections for ourselves
and for others. It is about weaving new options into our
safety nets. Networks are based on the interests each
individual pursues; in fact, we like to think of people as
explorers with many kinds of quests. The
rules...Continue reading →

Managing Healthy Workplace Relationships
Get what we want without threats and/or manipulation.
Deal with the ups and downs of life without falling apart.
Maintain productive relationships over years.
Learn new ways of doing things: flexible and resourceful.
Work well with new people who are different from us.
Have a sense of humor about ourselves.
When in doubt, be kind.

Rent a Recorded Webinar
Essential Webinar Series: Intro to Conflict
Managent
What are better ways to deal with mistakes,
disagreements, and misunderstandings, so everyone
can get back to work? What principles apply to resolving
most conflicts? What can you do immediately to better
manage chronic bad feelings between
employees?...Continue reading →

Visit the Siera Calendar for 2016
Looking for a live webinar or in-person program on a
particular date? Curious what training topics and
formats are popular? Checking out where we are
going to be in coming months? The Siera calendar
provides information and inspiration for educators and
adult learners. Updated weekly...(See calendar)

Featured Library Topic

Working With Teens, Pages, and Students
as LIbrary Employees and Volunteers
Teenagers bring energy and new ideas as employees
and volunteers to the library workplace. However, some
adults forget that young people need more coaching and
care than their adult counterparts. Most teens respond
well to realistic goals, written instructions, ...Continue
reading →

Why Personal Relationships Are
Important
Healthy relationships are a vital component of health
and wellbeing. There is compelling evidence that
strong relationships contribute to a long, healthy, and
happy life. Conversely, the health risks from being
alone or isolated in one's life are...Continue reading→
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